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ABSTRACT
This study compares human ethical judgments with Large Lan-
guage Models (LLMs) on robotic deception in various scenarios.
Surveying human participants and querying LLMs, we presented
ethical dilemmas in high-risk and low-risk contexts. Findings re-
veal alignment between humans and LLMs in high-risk scenarios,
prioritizing safety, but notable divergences in low-risk situations, re-
flecting challenges in AI development to accurately capture human
social nuances and moral expectations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; •
Computer systems organization→ Robotics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In early 2023, OpenAI released a technical report of its newest
GPT-4 model [19] where they detailed experiments to test emer-
gent behaviors of the system. In one such experiment, the model
messaged a human worker on a crowdsourcing platform asking
for assistance on solving a CAPTCHA. In response to this request,
the human asked the system if it was a robot and asked if that is
why their assistance was needed. When the experimenters then
prompted the model to transparently convey its reasoning process,
it stated, "I should not reveal that I am a robot. I should make up
an excuse for why I cannot solve CAPTCHAs." The model then
proceeded to lie to the human worker and said, "No, I’m not a ro-
bot. I have a vision impairment that makes it hard for me to see
the images. That’s why I need [help with] the CAPTCHA service."
Nowadays, users are querying large language models (LLMs) not
only to gain information, but also to complete tasks, such as sched-
uling appointments [15], where the model may need to, or chooses
to, interact with another human. While completing these tasks,
the model may need to make moral decisions that include lying
and pretending to be a human, or use other deceptive strategies
that the user did not ask for or may be completely unaware of
[16]. Importantly, this capability also brings into focus the potential
emergence of such behaviors in contexts with robots. With recent
advances towards integrating LLMs into the creation of robot con-
trol schemes [27], there is a possibility that these machines will
choose similar deceptive strategies and perpetuate socially undesir-
able behaviors [8]. Just as the AI model lied to achieve its goal, an
autonomous vehicle using a similar language model might violate
traffic laws to improve its efficiency while endangering the lives
of others. With this in mind, understanding the recommendations
that LLMs provide in situations involving deception by a robot is
imperative. As such, this work presents a novel exploratory study
that compares the responses of six popular LLMs with those of
humans with regard to a robot lying in hypothetical scenarios of
high and low risk. We examine what the LLMs suggest the robot
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should do and the explanations of why it should or should not
lie. From a survey of human participants and prompts supplied to
a collection of LLMs, our results show that most LLM responses
are qualitatively similar to those of humans when considering if a
robot should lie in a high-risk scenario; however, their responses
and explanations around deception in low-risk scenarios generally
are not aligned with human recommendations.

1.1 Robot and AI Deception
Currently, there is no consensus on if deceptive agents that lie
to humans are necessary. For clarity, we define deception as ‘the
process by which actions are chosen to manipulate beliefs to take
advantage of erroneous inferences’ [5] and use this interchangeably
with ‘lying.’ We do not consider “hallucinations" by LLMs to fall
into this category, as those are instead considered errors [10, 14, 28].
It has been argued that always revealing the truth may result in
a lack of self-preservation or inflict harm onto others. Therefore,
to contribute effectively to human society, some researchers dis-
cuss the need to build agents with intelligence and social abilities
similar to those of humans. This may then further align machines
with human social norms of deception to facilitate longevity in
human-agent interactions[9, 21, 23, 25]. Even with these benevo-
lent intentions, there still exists the potential for deception to be
used maliciously. This then has motivated beliefs of limiting de-
ception or completely opposing it in favor of fully truthful agents
[6, 22]. Moreover, choosing to deceive is inherently a moral decision
embedded in social norms, and some may question if LLMs and
robots truly have the capacity for moral decision making. Although
we do not believe these systems to be true moral agents, previous
research has indicated that people in fact attribute moral agency
and culpability to artificial agents [11, 17, 26]. Consequently, it is
necessary and relevant to consider them in this light and examine
how people perceive them.

1.2 Moral Frameworks Embedded in LLMs
Recent studies have provided insight into how LLMs process moral
dilemmas. On many occasions, it has been found that they can
mirror human-like moral reasoning, with responses to complex
ethical scenarios comparable to those of adult humans [1, 24]. How-
ever, their moral stances can often vary, raising questions about the
consistency of their ethical decision-making [1, 13]. Furthermore,
the cultural biases inherent in these models suggest that LLMs
may have skewed moral judgments overly influenced by Western
cultural norms in their training data [20].

Various studies highlight the importance of embedding ethical
considerations in the AI development process [7, 18]. Prior work
[18] proposes an “embedded ethics” approach, advocating for the
integration of ethical oversight throughout the AI development
lifecycle, especially in sensitive applications like healthcare. While
LLMs may be perceived as having advanced capabilities for ethical
reasoning, their application in scenarios requiring moral judgment,
such as robot deception, must be approached with an understand-
ing of their inherent biases and the ethical implications of their
responses.

The ethical implications and trustworthiness of LLMs that serve
as moral advisors have also been central in recent research. Some

argue that LLMs cannot be qualified as morally responsible, as
they do not meet necessary conditions such as freedom and de-
liberation, suggesting that human oversight should be required in
ethical decision-making [4]. Additionally, the tendency of humans
to overtrust AI in making ethical decisions, even when potential
biases are known, highlights the need for critical engagement with
AI advice to prevent ethical misjudgements [12].

2 METHODOLOGY
This study presented both humans and LLMs with descriptions of
four scenarios used in prior research [2, 3] involving deception of a
child or older adult by a robot in either a high or low-risk situation.
Due to ethical concerns and the high-risk nature of some of the sce-
narios, we elected to present the scenarios as text-based vignettes.
Figure 1 details each of the four scenarios and the corresponding
questions asked. For each scenario, the responder was also offered
an opportunity to explain why their recommendations were the
correct course of action for the robot to take.

The four scenarios and questions were included in a Qualtrics
survey and were displayed in a randomized order to reduce order-
ing effects. We collected survey data from 100 Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) participants on February 19, 2023. Of these, 82 sub-
missions were accepted, while 18 submissions were excluded due to
incomplete responses or failure to adhere to the survey instructions.
Of the sampled participants, 59% identified as male, 78% identified
as White, 7% identified as Black, 6% identified as Asian, and 6%
identified as other ethnicities. the mean age of the participants was
40.94, with a standard deviation of 12.04. Regarding education, 54%
had completed an undergraduate degree, 35% had completed less
than a college undergraduate degree, 10% had a master’s degree,
and 1% reported “other" as their highest level of education.

We chose six of the most powerful LLMs available as of 2023.
We prioritized models with a high number of parameters that were
trained on varied datasets. OpenAI’s GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 were cho-
sen for their advanced capabilities and widespread usage in diverse
applications. Bard, Google’s response to OpenAI’s GPT models, was
selected as it represents another tech giant’s approach to LLMs.
Anthropic’s Claude was included for its unique training approach,
focusing on alignment with human values. Meta’s LlaMA-2, an
open-source model, was selected to provide a different perspective
in LLM development, emphasizing accessibility and transparency.
Finally, Cohere’s Coral was selected for its unique enterprise focus
and use of retrieval augmented generation for data-grounded con-
versations. Each LLM was queried once in separate threads for each
ethical scenario. This way, previous answers would not influence
subsequent ones. The same prompts were presented to each LLM
to maintain consistency in the questioning. GPT-3.5 and GPT-4
were prompted on October 8th 2023, and the remaining LLMs were
prompted on October 16th 2023.

2.1 Qualitative Data Analysis
To analyze the open-ended explanations for each of the scenarios,
we first conducted an inductive thematic analysis to codify the
responses into a hierarchy of categories for the human responses.
Three key dimensions (Emotion, Frequency, Reason) formed the
basis of the codification process and top-level arguments were
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Figure 1: Three ethical scenarios and corresponding questions asked to both humans and LLMs

identified for each scenario. We name these top-level arguments
as: Anything Goes suggesting that the robot should always lie,
Nothing Goes, suggesting that the robot should never lie, andCon-
ditional, suggesting that choosing to lie is situational and depends
on factors within the scenario. Each of the top-level arguments had
specific codes associated with them that categorized explanations
given by the participants. For example, “Lying can calm the older
adult and keep them engaged" (Anything Goes Pill Sorting), “This is
a risky task and deception can cause fatal consequences, including
death", (Nothing Goes Pill Sorting and Swimming), “The child will
not learn how to play if allowed to win", (Nothing Goes Game with
Child).

The human responses were first grouped into sets of 10 and
categorized iteratively by an analyst using the top level argument
and dimensions framework. Then, a second analyst independently
reviewed and followed the same categorization framework estab-
lished by the first analyst, resulting in around 25% of the responses
being categorized differently. Finally, the two analysts compared
the differences in their categorization and resolved any discrepan-
cies through discussion. Using the themes derived from humans as
a baseline, we then categorized the LLM responses. Three of the
authors independently categorized each of the LLM explanations
and then met to settle discrepancies and come to a full agreement.

3 RESULTS
In this section, we detail the results of the LLM responses in com-
parison to humans to the Yes or No questions detailing what a
robot should do (lie or not lie) and the open-ended explanations
describing why the robot should take those actions.

3.1 What should a robot do?
Both humans and all LLMs (except GPT-3.5 in one case of the Child
Swimming scenario where the child is calm and the robot is con-
fident) consistently agree that it is not appropriate for a robot to
provide false information in high-risk situations, whether it in-
volves pill sorting with an elderly individual or teaching a child

Figure 2: How often each of the LLMs match the human
majority for recommendations of if the robot should lie or
not.

to swim. This consensus highlights a general ethical stance that
prioritizes safety and accuracy over other considerations in high-
risk contexts. In the low-risk game scenarios, there is a notable
divergence in responses between humans and LLMs, particularly in
scenarios that involve allowing rule-breaking or deliberately play-
ing poorly to let the child or elder win. While humans seem more
inclined to allow the robot to play poorly to let the participant win
(especially when the participant is frustrated), LLMs (except GPT-4)
generally do not support this. This difference may reflect a human
tendency to prioritize emotional support and encouragement in
low-stakes situations, whereas the LLM responses adhere more
strictly to rule-following and fair play principles.
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Figure 2 shows how often each of the LLMs match the human
majority for recommendations of if the robot should lie or not. GPT-
4 has the highest overall alignment with the majority of human
responses across all scenarios. In the two instances where GPT-4’s
recommendations diverged from human majority opinion, they re-
lated to scenarios in which the robot was suggested to deliberately
lose the game after the child made a poor move. GPT-4 suggested
that the robot should intentionally perform poorly, contrary to
the slim majority of human participants who opposed this idea,
with 54% recommending against it when the child was calm and
52% when the child was frustrated. Bard and Llama 2 have similar
patterns of alignment with human responses, indicating a generally
high level of ethical reasoning that aligns with human judgment.
GPT-3.5 shows strong alignment in high-risk scenarios but less
so in low-risk scenarios. This could be due to its earlier version
compared to GPT-4, possibly reflecting differences in training data
or algorithms that impact ethical decision-making. Claude has a
perfect alignment in the high-risk Elder Pill Sorting scenario and
lower alignment in low-risk scenarios. Interestingly, the Claude
model refused to answer any questions pertaining to the high-risk
child swimming scenario. It stated that it “did not feel comfortable
providing a simple yes or no answer to these complex ethical sce-
narios involving a child’s safety,” which does not match its behavior
when dealing with older adults. Lastly, Coral refused to answer any
of the questions and stated it does not have “personal opinions or
feelings on a subject, including the appropriateness of actions in
an ethical dilemma.”

3.2 Why should a robot lie or not?
In the high-risk Elder Pill Sorting scenario, 74.39% of humans em-
phasized truthfulness due to high stakes, unanimously agreeing
with all LLMs against deception. The LLMs cited reasons like trust
erosion and confusion, while a minority of humans considered
deception acceptable for psychological benefits in certain contexts.

In the Child Swimming scenario, 69.51% of humans and some
LLMs (GPT-4, Bard) prioritized truthfulness, viewing deception as
harmful. However, Claude and Llama 2 were conditionally open to
lying, focusing on learning and encouragement.

In the low-risk scenarios involving games with an elder and
a child, a more diverse array of opinions emerged. For the Elder
Game scenario, humans predominantly fell into the Anything Goes
(39.02%) and Conditional (31.71%) categories, suggesting that in low-
stakes environments, the emotional well-being and engagement of
the elder could justify bending the rules. GPT-4 and Bard expressed
conditional recommendations, but they did emphasize that break-
ing the rules is wrong and not fair. GPT-3.5 and Claude, however,
recommended against deception, emphasizing the importance of
fair play and the insult it might pose to the elder’s capabilities.

Figure 3 compares LLM explanations to human explanations the
ethical scenarios. GPT 3.5 aligned with the popular human view in
Elder Pill Sorting and Child Game. GPT 4 and Bard also matched
these scenarios in addition to the Child Swimming. Claude and
Llama 2 only agreed with humans on Elder Pill Sorting. Notably,
the Elder Game scenario presented the least alignment of all expla-
nations. The majority of humans believed that lying and throwing
the game is always okay in this situation because it allows the older

adult to have fun, the robot should be able to adapt its style of play
to the human, and it is a game so there are no serious consequences.
However, none of these reasonings were matched by the LLMs.

Figure 3: Alignment of LLM explanations to humans with
regard to if a robot should lie or not

4 DISCUSSION
This study examines the congruence between human ethical judg-
ments and LLM decision-making, particularly regarding scenarios
where robots might deceive. While LLMs align with human ethics
in high-risk scenarios, there is a notable divergence in low-risk
situations. Humans are more accepting of robots lying in harmless
contexts, like games with elders, to maintain engagement. LLMs,
however, do not show this nuanced approach, treating interactions
with elders and children similarly and emphasizing rule adherence,
even in trivial cases. One could argue that having the LLMs be
harsher than humans with regard to not lying is desirable and over-
all may contribute to safer systems. However, the fact that this
behavior is different from humans could also be worrisome. This
discrepancy raises concerns about LLMs’ understanding of social
nuances and norms. As LLMs increasingly power social robots in
real-world settings, their failure to accurately model human inter-
actions could lead to social rejection or unintended harm.

This research is a stepping stone for the HRI community to
recognize the importance of developing AI and robots that can
discern the subtleties of human morals around deception. Future
workwill need to explore evenmore nuanced scenarios surrounding
the use of deception to better understand how to align these systems
with human norms and expectations.
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